FUMC ESL 11-22-2021 High Beginning and Low Intermediate Lesson
Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now.
Show THANKSGIVING Slideshow. Discuss.
Grammar Questions:
1-Do I say, "I have got a new car." OR "I have a new car."
Answer: Both are correct. You can use either one.
Examples:
Lisa has got two brothers. Lisa has two brothers.
He's (He has) got a lot of money. He has a lot of money.
Our house has got a small garden. Our house has a small garden.
We don't use "got" in the past tense. We don't say, "Lisa had got long hair." We do say, "Lisa
had long hair."
There are some actions where we can't use have/has got. Read these sentences.
I have breakfast at 8. NOT I have got breakfast at 8.
I have a hard time with math. NOT I have got a hard time with math.
I have a swim every morning. NOT I have got a swim every morning.
2-Can I use "used to" for events in the past?
Yes. You can say, "I played tennis." or "I used to play tennis." If you use "used to" it means
you don't do it any more. So the statement is clearer.
EX: If you say, "I played tennis, but now I don't." it is unclear. We aren't sure when you played
tennis. If you use "used to" it becomes clearer.
I used to play tennis every day, but I haven't played in years
I used to play tennis every day, but I don't play any more.
I drink tea now. I never used to drink tea.
The question form uses "did". EX: Did you used to drink co ee?
3-Do these sentences mean the same thing?
I used to live alone.
I am used to living alone.
No. If you "used to live alone," you are not living alone now. You now live with someone.
If you are "used to living alone," you are accustomed to living by yourself. It doesn't bother
you to live alone. Are you used to living alone? Do you prefer living alone or with someone?
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Explain the di erence in these two sentences.
Dana is used to traveling a lot.
Dana used to travel a lot.

Pronunciation Practice
Just as we learned that how you pronounce C depends on what vowels come after it, how you
pronounce G is the same. G has two sounds, a hard G as in "gate", "go", "get", and a soft G as
in "gira e", "giant" and "magic". Notice the "soft G" sound is like the J sound.
When G comes before a consonant (any letters that are not vowels) it has a hard G sound.
glad

agree

grandfather

glass

hungry

graduate

English

glue

degree

angry

dog

fog

biggest

wiggle

gone

gun

When G comes at the end of the word, it is a hard G.
beg

leg

rug

Or if a word has two G's they are hard G's.
egg

foggy

bigger

Or if the G comes before A, O or U it's a hard G.
gave

gallon

good

BUT, if G comes before E, I or Y, it has the soft G or J sound.
gentle

manager

rigid

imagine

religion

refugee

engine

tragic

urgent

register

EXCEPT in some GE and GI words, the G is pronounced as a hard G. English has many
pronunciation exceptions.
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Discuss:
1. Talk about something you used to do, but don't do now.
2. Talk about something that you have gotten used to doing. Maybe you didn't like doing it at
rst, but now you think it's OK.
3. Would you rather be a sales person in a store or be the manager of the store? Explain.
4. Would you go back to school if you could? What would you study?

get

give

geese

target

begin

gear

forget

together

eager

anger

nger

girl

gift

giggle

Practice these conversations:
Sam: I will graduate from high school in a few months.
Jan: What will you do then?
Sam: I plan to join the Army.
Jan: That's great. It's a good place to learn new skills.
Sam: Yes, and they pay you while you learn. I like to work on cars and trucks. The army will
teach me how to repair trucks and tanks or even airplanes. I will earn a salary. If I stay in the
army for three years, they will pay for my college.
Jan: I'm proud of you. You are making a smart choice.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

When will Sam graduate?
What are Sam's plans?
What is Sam interested in?
Besides a salary, what other bene ts are there in the army?
Have you ever served in the military?
Would you want your son or daughter to join the military?
Are there any disadvantages to joining the military?

Tammy: I graduate from high school in May.
Sonya: What will you do next?
Tammy: I will go to college. I want to get a nursing degree.
Sonya: Will your parents pay for your college?
Tammy: No, they can't a ord to pay for my college. I have 3 brothers and a sister. I am the
youngest. They don't have any money left for me. I will have to work and go to school.
Sonya: That will be hard. When will you study?
Tammy: I will have to study after work. I will go to class in the morning. I will work in the
afternoon. And I will study at night.
Sonya: When will you sleep?
Tammy: (laughs) I probably won't get much sleep.
When will Tammy graduate?
What are her plans?
What kind of degree does Tammy want?
Why can't her parents pay for her college?
How will Tammy pay?
What will Tammy do every day?
When will she sleep?
Did your parents pay for your education?
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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